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Wesson’s Cowardly Withdrawal - What Say 
You, Erwin Chemerinsky?
DANIEL GUSS / 04 OCTOBER 2018
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@THE GUSS REPORT-What a difference a month makes. A few weeks ago, LA City 

Council president Herb Wesson bragged to the LA Times that his Motion to silence 

critics at government meetings was constitutional because it was vetted by, 

among others, UC Berkeley law school’s Dean Erwin Chemerinsky.

So eager were Wesson's colleagues for their signature to second the deeply flawed Motion that 

it ultimately had six Councilmember signatures on it.



But on Tuesday it died an embarrassing death. Or as they say in the fraudulent parlance of the 

LA’s “No Kill” animal shelters, it was quietly euthanized. The Motion was “received and filed,” 

meaning that it was already succeeded by another deeply flawed Motion But it was dead 

nonetheless.

Both Motions will undoubtedly be resurrected as Plaintiffs’ evidence to show the city’s mal-intent 

if and when the city is sued - again - for First Amendment violations.

And the timing of the death of Wesson’s Motion is more than coincidental.

For a month now, this column has published Monday night explanations of why the city would 

likely lose when sued lor City Hall’s thin-skinned response to critics. Like clockwork, each 

Tuesday morning for the past month, Wesson yanked the item from that day’s agenda.

But on Tuesday of this week, things went from the sublime to the ridiculous.

The meeting started with 1 hour and 45 minutes of breathless, repetitive celebratory 

presentations. Anyone who was there for actual city business on the agenda had to sit through 

it ail as the Councilmembers gave one few-give-a-darn speech after another.

As the 12 o’clock hour approached, and the celebrants started filing out of the hall, Wesson saw 

that several dozen people showed up to speak against his free speech issue, agendized as 

Items #18 and #19. According to Wesson’s own rules, people can speak tor one minute oer 

agenda item, with a limit of three minutes in total.

But instead of following his own rules, Wesson at the last moment combined the two agenda 

items and allowed those who waited quietly for their turn to speak to have only one single 

minute to speak on both items.

Not surprisingly, that cowardly move infuriated each of the critics that Wesson has tried to 

sitence. Wesson may have already been in a bad mood because Tuesday also saw a ruling 

against him in the federal court which allowed obnoxious uber-critic Wayne Spindler’s lawsuit 

against him and Deputy City Attorney Hugo Rossitter (who are being sued as individuals) to 

move forward, with the next step being discovery. Wesson refused to respond to questions 

about the ruling.

So, what was it? Was Chemerinsky wrong about Wesson’s Motion? His notes on the subject 

are not in the Council file, and nobody iri City Hall seems to know where they went. Did Wesson 

mislead LA Times reporters David Zahniser and Emily Alpert Reyes? Or did The Times’ scribes 

never bother to confirm Wesson's claim with Chemerinsky'?



The saga continues next week.

(Daniel Guss, MBA, is a member of the Los Angeles Press Club, and has contributed to 

CityWatch, KFI AM-640, Huffington Post, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Daily News, Los 

Angeles Magazine, Movieline Magazine, Emmy Magazine, Los Angeles Business Journal and 

elsewhere. Follov,v him on Twitter @TheGussReport. Join his mailing list or offer verifiable tips 

and story ideas at TheGussReport@gmail.com. His opinions are his own and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of CityWatch.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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Uh-oh: Councilmember Admits Vulgarities, 
Personal Attacks are Free Speech
DANIEL GUSS / 01 OCTOBER 2018
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@THE GUSS REPORT-It was an overdue yet stunning admission by LA City 

Councilmember Nury Martinez as she publicly apologized last week for a 

profanity-laced tirade by a regular City Council critic a few moments earlier in 

which the F-bomb was the least blush-worthy word choice.

“Hey, it’s free speech,” she told others attending the meeting that she momentarily ran in 

place of LA City Council president Herb Wesson.



Martinez s acknowledgement will oe a tough one for attorneys to disavow if and when the 

current battle over harsh criticism at City Council meetings winds up in court. City Council’s 

proposed progressive punishment for critics was declared unconstitutional by a Federal court in 

2013.

In recent weeks, this column has identified ongoing errors in the city's sloppy efforts to silence 

harsh criticism which has increased in hostility concurrent with efforts by Wesson to limit public 

participation in local government meetings.

But the criticism Is a two-way street, and the city’s elected officials give as good as they get.

The latest example took Diace last week when City Councilmember Mitch Englander attempted 

to humiliate CityWatch columnist Eric Preven (who won an LA Press Club award last year) as 

he approached the podium for his turn to be heard on agenda items.

Before Preven, a genteel, intellectually inclined speaker, could say a word, Englanaer taunted 

him by saying, “I’d say be truthful and honest, but you’re usually not, so....”

Imagine a lawmaker saying that to someone who is net a known critic, hoping perhaps for better 

street lighting, help with a problematic cracked sidewalk or a property lien reduction. (Preven is 

also a member of tne Studio City Neighborhood Council.)

What Englander perfectly illustrated in that moment was that the core motivation by City Council 

is not to increase civility at its meetings, but to silence or intimiaate critics, whether or not they 

use vulgar language The dim nutive and retaliatory Englander, easily the most thin-skinned 

politician in the region, couldn’t help himself. But what he did was provide evidence tnat proves 

that the criticism of government is often enticed and richly deserved. And it is constitutionally 

protected.

And the city knows it is likely to wind up in court because Wesson’s proposed Motion to tamp 

down on critics resurfaces on Tuesday’s City Council agenda. But, interestingly, it now indicates 

that if passed, it won’t take effect until 201S.

Why is that? Because if the Motion is approved by City Council on Tuesday and signed into law 

shortly thereafter by Mayor Eric Garcetti, each time it is enforced, someone might be 

unconstitutionally harmed by it when he or she is silenced, ejected, arrested and/or banned 

from other meetings. Monetary damages against the city could ;mmed:ately accrue. This delay 

suggests that the city knows that Wesson’s Motion is illegal and wants to limit likely liability



Add to that a little palace intrigue. Wesson’s original Motion was seconded by Councilmembers 

Gil Cedillo and Paul Krekorian. But the revised, watered-down version was seconded instead by 

Englander and Councilmember Joe Buscaino. There’s a reason why this happened, but let’s 

save that for iater.

So, the showdown continues, unless the city once again pulls the plug to reconsider its ever- 

limited options The problem for City Council, and the beautiful thing for vocal critics of bad 

government, was perfectly summarized by Martinez: “Hey, it’s free speech.”

(Daniel Guss, MBA, is a member of the Los Angeles Piess Club, and has contributed to 

City Watch, KFI AM-640, Huffington Post, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Daily News, Los 

Angeles Magazine, Movieline Magazine, Emmy Magazine, Los Angeles Business Journal and 

elsewhere Follow him on Twitter @ TheGussReport. Join his mailing list or offer verifiable tips 

and story ideas at TneGussRepod@gmail.com. His opinions are his own and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of CityWatch.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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Why City Council's Vindictive Bill (of 
Attainder) May be Costly
DANIEL GUSS / 24 SEPTEMBER 2018

@THE GUSS REPORT-A bill of attainder is a law that unconstitutionally singles 

out an individual or group for punishment without a trial.

It is intended to prevent legislatures, like the i_A City Council, from acting as a judiciary.

in a recent memo from Sharon Tso, the city’s Chief Legislative Analyst, to the LA City Council, 

she repeatedly provides justification for singling-out and progressively punishing “the same few 

individuals” whose obnoxious comments at City Council’s meetings have been declared



“disruptive.” Tso affirms, with the approval of an un-named Deputy City Attorney, that doing so 

is justified and legal

On Tuesday, if City Council passes its agenda item #19, which seeks to retaliate against such 

harsh, constitutionally protected criticism, Tso’s memo will he front and center in litigation that 

the city knows will be coming. It is a bill of attainder in both fact and in its intent.

But that agenda item underestimates the consequences of passing it. It states, ‘The Council 

may recess to Closed Session to confer with its legal counsel relative to the above matter based 

on a significant exposure to litigation, pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(d)(2) 

and (e)(4). (One potential case.)”

The mistake being made here is that City Council only anticipates one legal action

But inings may become much worse for City Council before they become any better. If they do 

not pass item #19, or water it down to irrelevance, their public meetings are likely to be filled 

with even harsher, more personal criticism at its meetings.

in other words, City Hall has backed itself into a corner, and all of it stems from City Council 

President Wesson’s increasingly restrictive rules on public participation at City Hall’s dozens of 

public meetings each week. And right now, the last thing City Council needs is more uncertainty 

about how to aeal with harsh criticism.

Last week, at one of City Council’s three mam meetings, Yvonne Michelle Autry, a Skid Row 

activist and occasional CityWatch contributor, was randomly declared by Wesson to be 

“disruptive." She was ejected from the meeting under threat of arrest by the LAPD. But a few 

minutes later, during adjourning motions, Autry returned to the meeting to finish her vociferous 

criticism, particularly of Wesson. But removed once again, Autry was neither detained nor 

arrested, meaning that should other critics be Detained or arrested, they most likely would claim 

unfair targeted punishment for what amounts to less-disruptive behavior.

One reason why City Council may be so protective cf its lengthy, often inefficient meetings is 

that it loses control over messaging and image virtually everywhere eise.

One night last weeK, almost every 11 p.m. news broadcast in LA led off with a grinning City 

Councilmember David Ryu being shouted down by infuriated suburbanites yelling, “recall, 

recall!”, as he explained why their NIMBYism toward proposed homeless snelters located, in 

this case, in Sherman Oaks, was wrong and mear.-spirited, Otner Councilmembers, including 

Wesson, Joe Buscamo and Mike Bonin aisc have faced recent high-profile recall threats and 

shout-downs



In fact, LA City Councilmembers have become so shell-shocked by criticism, and the fear of 

simply misstating things to the media, that they rarely speak directly to mainstream reporters 

anymore. In a recent LA Times article, reporter David Zahniser stated that Wesson would not 

provide comment on a relatively innocuous issue, but that his thoughts were provided through 

his spokesperson

By contrast, meetings conducted by the LA County Supervisors are vastly more tolerant of 

critics in terms of their content, tone, the amount of time given to the public to speak, and the 

fact that the Supervisors are almost always in their seats, facing - and listening to - their 

harshest critics. That might be because its Chair, Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, is a Harvard- 

educated attorney who was a law professor at USC, UCLA and Loyola, and understands the 

First Amendment much better than Wesson. The other real difference here is Wesson’s 

legendary vindictiveness.

Maybe the best solution is for Wesson, Tso, City Attorney Mike Feuer and the entire LA City 

Council to take a day off for a field trip across Grand Park to observe how the County runs its 

meetings and learn how this whole free speech thing works. While Kuehl is the only local 

politician who is shorter in stature than Wesson, she stands head and shoulders above him 

when it comes to freedom of speech.

(Daniel Guss, MBA, is a member of the Los Angeles Press Club, and has contributed to 

CityWatch, KFI AM-640, Huffington Post, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Daily News, Los 

Angeles Magazine, Movieline Magazine, Emmy Magazine, Los Angeles Business Journal and 

elsewhere. Follow him on Twitter @TheGussReport. Join his mailing list or offer verifiable tips 

and story ideas at TheGussReport@gmail.com. His opinions are his own and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of CityWatch.) Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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City Hall Digs Deeper Ditch for its First 
Amendment Troubles
DANIEL GUSS / 17 SEPTEMBER 2018
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@THE GUSS REPORT-If the government of the City of Los Angeles wanted to 

make its First Amendment troubles even worse than they were last week, it is 

doing a fine job of that as it seeks to tighten decorum rules on potty-mouthed 

critics at its public meetings.



Last week, this coiumn told you about LA City Council’s major blunder in attempting to 

subjectively silence boisterous critics with progressive punishments that ban gadflies from 

meetings later the same day, week and month.

Such punishment was declared unconstitutional in federal court several years ago when Venice 

street performer David “Zuma Dogg” Saltsburg, Matthew Dowd and several others beat the City 

of Los Angeles with L.S. District Judge Dean D. Pregerson writing in a 44-page ruling on 

August 7, 2013:

. .this incident is exemplary of why it is unconstitutional to restrict speakers from making 

personal attacks in City Council meetings; it chills speech critical of elected officials, which 

is speech at the heart of the First Amendment In one of the largest cities in the world, it is 

to be expected that some inhabitants will sometimes use language that does not conform to 

conventions of civility and decorum, including offensive language and swear-words. As an 

elected official, a City Council member will be the subject of personal attacks in such 

language. It is asking much of City Council members, who have given themselves to public 

service, to tolerate profanities and personal attacks, but that is what is required by the First 

Amendment. While the City Council has a right to keep its meetings on topic and moving 

forward, it cannot sacrifice political speech to a formula of civility. *

The aforementioned blunder in last week’s Motion by LA City Council president Herb Wesson is 

his seeking a targeted ban on harsh criticism only at meetings regularly attended by 

Councilmembers, but not at lower-level commission, board and neighborhood council meetings 

which they almost never attend. It is almost assuredly going to result in costly litigation from City 

Hall’s current and most notorious button-pushers, immigration attorney Wayne Spindler and his 

partner-in-public-comment Armando Herman. The duo claims that if offensive language isn’t 

disruptive at lower-level meetings, then banning it at City Council is censorship.

While Pregerson’s ruling goes beyond that to say it can’t be banned anywhere, Spindler says, 

“Even if they try to change Wesson’s Motion now, his original text is proof of his unconstitutional 

intent to protect snowflaKe elected officials from hearing criticism.”

But Spindler’s and Herman’s hand may just have gotten a lot stronger with a memo sent last 

week to City Council by the city’s Chief Legislative Analyst Sharon M Tso - who is not an 

attorney according to the State Bar of California - in which she seems to confuse the public's 

rights versus its privileges.



The memo, which endeavors to provide a basis of support for Wesson’s Motion, whicn will be 

taken up by the full LA City Council on Tuesday morning, states in one bullet, “Individuals who 

abuse certain rights may forfeit them for a period of time.”

Tso probably means that people who abuse certain privileges may forfeit them for a period of 

time. But public participation in a government meeting, such as those held three times a week 

by LA City Council, isn’t a privilege, it’s a right. Ana it is utterly ludicrous - and a likely losing 

hand it the city is sued - to suggest that Herb Wesson, Mayor Eric Garcetti, or any other elected 

politician has the ability to target and take away any individual’s rights.

IT IS SO ORDERED,” wrote Judge Pregerson back in 2013

Tso’s memo to City Council indicates that the talking points were compiled by City Attorney Mike 

Feuer’s office but fails to identify which of his deputies is responsible for their accuracy, which is 

the normal process Her memo also claims that the public’s right to participate in government 

meetings is established by California’s Ralpn M. Brown Act, and specifically “not the First 

Amendment to the United States Constitution or the Free Speech Clause of the California 

Constitution to create limited public fora for public comment ” But elsewhere in her memo, she 

cites the Constitution and Free Speech Clause.

Historically, gadflies have claimed a measure of victory by forcing governments into costly legal 

battles. But in this instance, it appears that Wesson, Iso and the unnamed Deputy City Attorney 

are doing a fine job on their own of pushing the city into defending the indefensible.

What really appears to be afoot here is the City opting for a drawn-out legal battie in exchange 

for temporarily reduced-criticism at City Council meetings, raising the specter of whether City 

hall will now target and ban its less-hostile critics, as well.

(Daniel Guss, MBA, is a member of the Los Angeles Press Club, and has contributed to 

CityWatch, KFI AM-640, Huffington Post, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Daily News, Los 

Angeles Magazine, Movieline Magazine, Emmy Magazine, Los Angeles Business Journal and 

elsewhere. Follow him on Twitter @TheGussReport. Join his mailing list or offer verifiable tips 

and story ideas at TheGussReport@gmail.com. Flis opinions are his own and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of CityWatch.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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A Major Blunder in LA City Hall’s Attempt to 
Ban Critics
DANIEL GUSS / 10 SEPTEMBER 2018
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@THE GDSS REPORT-Ah, government incompetence.. An ill-conceived Motion 

signed by Los Angeles City Council president Herb Wesson and several of his 

colleagues on Fr iday calls for ejections and progressive punishments against loud, 

obnoxious City Hall critics

It is expected to advance to a fui! City Council vote in the coming days.



At least, that was the pian before the Motion’s flaws, which are exclusively outlined in this 

column, are mulled and their consequences considered.

The first problem is that progressive punishments - banning people for subjective misconduct at 

meetings from other meetings later tne same day, week or month - were at the core of a costly 

federal 1stAmendment lawsuit that the City of Los Angeies lost a few years ago. It reaffirmed 

that government critics have the right tc be heard first and foremost, regardless of their 

fieriness

The second, potentially devastating, problem is that Wesson s Motion seeks to ban critics for 

obnoxious behavior only from C ty Council meetings and City Council's Committee meetings It 

does not seek to ban critics from a slew of lower-level board, panel and commission meetings 

held inside and out of LA City Hall each week, many attended by the two people who Wesson’s 

Motion targets, notorious gadflies Armanao Herman and immigration attorney Wayne 

Spindler While Wesson dis.ngenuously denies that his Motion targets them or anyone else, a 

City Council gripe session against the boonsh duo, to the exclusion of all other critics, took up 

17 minutes of last Wednesday’s meeting.

“I don’t care if Herb Wesson takes a blowtorch to his Motion,” Spindler said. “This proves his 

intent is to insulate thin-skinned City Councilmembers from criticism but doesn’t ban our so- 

called ‘disruptive’ behavior from othei meetings they do not attend.”

Herman says, “We aren’l disruptive at all. They can't handle being called out for their 

criminality.”

Spindier adds “This Motion will be Exhibit 1 in an immediate injunction if the city tries to 

implement it or a replacement Motion. City Hall’s reai intent is permanently captured here But if 

our colorful commentaries aro suitable for lower-level meetings, then they are suitable for City 

Council and its Committee meetings.”

The “lower level” meetings to which Spindler and Herman refer are dozens of other weekly 

meetings which they and scores of other critics attend, including the LAPD Commission, Board 

ot Public Works, Disability Board, LA Animal Services, Neighborhood Councils, and others 

Wesson’s Motion doesn’t seek to ban bad behavior at those meetings, making credible the 

claim that it aims solely to silence critics at City Council.

Spindler said he will aiso add Wesson’s Motion to his other pending legal actions against the 

City.



Wesson - who gives as gooa as he gets - is in desperate need of a respite from relentless but 

valid criticism he has received of late, including a high-profile recall threat he faced from angry 

Koreatown residents whose voices he attempted to squelch on a homeless encampment issue.

While antagonism hurled at City Councilmembers during their meetings is nothing new, and 

certainly not exclusive to Los Angeles, it has increased exponentially during Wesson’s tenure as 

City Council president commensurate with his making public participation at the meetings 

increasingly onerous.

Wesson has done this by cutting down speaking time, moving speaking time from one part of 

the meeting to others, and by grouping and ungrouping when members of the public may be 

called to speak during its hours-long meetings. He is known to call critics to speak seconds after 

he sees them exit council chambers to go to the restroom, without restoring their time upon 

returning. Wesson and Deputy City Attorney Strefan Fauble are also skilled at disrupting 

speakers, speaking over their opinions, and rot stopping the clock when they do

Before an electronic kiosk system was installed at City Council meetings to allow people to sign 

up to speak, Wesson’s pro tern and equally Napoleonic colleague, Councilmember Mitch 

Englander, was infamous for “losing” critics’ handwritten speaker cards, declaring people 

“disruptive” when they asked what happened to their card, then having them ejected under 

threat of arrest by the LAPD, only to suddenly locate the card after their ejection.

City Council’s abusiveness toward critics includes frequent targets like CityWatch columnist Eric 

Preven, who won an LA Press Club Award for excellence last year. And I was targeted when I 

Tweeted before a City Council meeting that Councilmember Nury Martinez was under federal 

investigation, a provably truthful statement.

(Spindler says that he expressed some of these concerns to LA Times reporter Emily Alpert 

Reyes when she contacted him for comment, but that she left them out of the story she 

published late Friday with her colleague David Zahniser, who contacted me tor information to 

aide in their story. Their request was denied because of the Times’ habit of failing to properly 

credit this column for breaking several stories in recent years.)

While Wesson, Fauble and his boss, LA City Attorney Mike Feuer, will undoubtedly dismantle 

the Motion and attempt to substitute it with a broader one to cover other meetings, Spindler 

says that the original Motion establishes the City’s true motive and will be used at every turn to 

defeat the City in court.



(Daniel Guss, MBA, is a member of the Los Angeles Press Club, and has contributed to 

CityWatch, KFI AM-640, Hufflngton Post, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Daily News, Los 

Angeles Magazine, Movieline Magazine, Emmy Magazine, Los Angeles Business Journal and 

elsewhere. Follow him on Twitter @TheGussReport. Join his mailing list or offer verifiable tips 

and story ideas at TheGussReport@gmail.com. His opinions are his own and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of CityWatch.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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